
Second Grade
Second grade is an exciting time for children, as their
cognitive abillities open up learning. They apply skills
they have previously learned to challenging tasks, and
gain greater insight to their personal life with Jesus.

1 Romans 15:13 “May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace as you trust in Him,
so that you may overflow with hope by the power of the Holy Spirit.” 

Key Learning

Bible: Explore God’s unconditional love through the Old and New Testament, grow in relationships.

Math: Add and subtract in increasingly complex equations, apply number sense to multi-step problems.

Reading: Make connections to reality beyond the text and build phonics skills to increase fluency. Grow
to understand that reading for meaning is much more than simply saying the words on a page.

Writing: Practice word-building and write for a variety of audiences. Develop writing skills through the
improved organization of ideas paired with proper conventions.

Social Studies: Study the lives of historical figures who made a difference, practice basic map skills, 
learn to differentiate between events that happened a long time ago and recent, or current, events.

Science: Analyze plant adaptations and animal kingdom biodiversity, investigate erosion among rocks and
minerals, explore properties and phases of matter, and experiment with simple machines.

Special Projects and Events

Thanksgiving Play: Students learn about the first American
Thanksgiving and perform a Readers’ Theater version of the
event entitled “Squanto’s Squash” for their families and guests.

Scriptural Theme: In Bible specifically, but in all areas of our
learning, second grade highlights the unconditional love of 
God as the center of our opportunity to have a relationship
with Christ. This theme permeates all that we do together.

Simple Machines: Students research, create, measure, and
test their own simple machines to perform different tasks, and
then share their projects and their findings with the class.

Second Grade Chapel: Students design, practice, and host
an elementary chapel that typically reflects the campus-wide
theme for the year or a theme explored in class.

Field Trips

Tulare AgVentures to discover valley agriculture

AmTrak Train Trip to visit King’s Art Center in Hanford

Serve Day near IES to bless neighbors and tidy up

Curriculum

Math: GoMath

Reading: Scott Foresman’s Reading Street

Writing: Reading Street

Social Studies: Studies Weekly newspapers

Science: Mystery Science


